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Message to the Energy Council meeting on 18 December 2017 

Dear Minister, 

The Clean Energy for All Europeans package represents a major milestone in the 
ongoing transformation of the energy system. The unprecedented changes are partly 
triggered by political objectives, while others are bottom-up driven. BusinessEurope has 
always stood in the core of the energy transformation and been part of the solution to 
adapt to new realities with the aim to have secure, affordable and clean energy supplies. 

In view of the next Council meeting of energy ministers on 18 December, let me share 
with you the European business community's views on the package, in particular on the 
Governance of the Energy Union and Electricity Market Regulation. 

Governance of the Energy Union 

The proposal is an essential pillar of the EU's framework of energy and climate policies. 
To fulfil its objective, EU policy makers should stick to the true role of the proposal. As 
such, it shall ensure the enforcement of the agreed objectives in a transparent and 
predictable manner and not define new targets. The proposal should also put the 
competitiveness dimension back among the main objectives to ensure viable and cost
effective delivery by all stakeholders. 

Electricity Market Regulation 

The power system undergoes a massive transformation. In order to successfully steer 
the process of adapting the electricity market design, it is necessary to improve 
conditions for market-driven investments in the power sector. Only by removing 
restrictions and enhancing the wholesale markets, investors can base their decisions on 
longer-term predictions. This can be achieved by rewarding flexibility, integrating 
renewables and creating a true level-playing field for different technologies. 

Hence, BusinessEurope calls for the following principles to be respected in the design of 
the new regulation: 
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Removing distortions and exemptions to ensure level-playing field,

> leveraging of demand response and promoting new entities,

> enhancing resource adequacy in Europe and avoiding the distortive nature of
capacity mechanisms,

> accelerating the energy transition from coal, without putting security of supply at risk,

> bringing more Europe into power transmission.

You will find more details on each of these points in the annex. We count on you and
your fellow colleagues to address these key issues in your final deliberations. EU industry
is committed to fulfil the objectives of climate and energy policy framework, while
maintaining secure and affordable electricity supplies.

Yours sincerely,
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ANNEX

GOVERNANCE OF THE ENERGY UNION

Strengthening of the competitiveness dimension

In the integrated climate and energy plans, the proposal clearly specifies that member
states shall define national objectives with regard to competitiveness. Hence, this
dimension should be reinforced in the list of policies and measures. In order to properly
address European and global industrial competitiveness, the energy system
competitiveness should be monitored on the basis of the right set of indicators.

Member states should set and argue their commitments on specific policies based on
bottom-up assessment of their potential, linked to their economic structure, spatial
planning and additional criteria. This approach implies to take into account an impact on
consumers and final energy prices.

Respecting the role of the Energy Union governance

BusinessEurope calls on the member states to stick to the true role of the Energy Union
governance to enable the achievement of all the energy and climate policies objectives.
This role is not to define targets and ambitions. However, implementation and
assessment of collective progress to meet the objectives are of key importance.

The targets are to be defined in the respective legislative proposals, respecting the
balanced approach agreed by the European Council in October 2014 rather than a
competition of policies. Governance should make a strong reference to the directives
and ensure coherence of the instruments.

More coherence in the time lines of different national plans, contributions and trajectories
is needed. The Commission proposed 2030, 2050 and a 50-year perspective. This asks
for wide range of reporting obligations, which should be streamlined. The linear
trajectories for national contributions should in no case be used as targets, but rather
serve as the basis for the assessment of the progress.

ELECTRICITY MARKET REGULATION

Removing distortions and exemptions to ensure level-playing field

In particular, it is necessary that all energy sources, including renewables, stand on equal
footing in the market. This can be enhanced by removing specific exemptions and by
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strengthening the balancing responsibility of all generation and demand sources. In this
respect, the Article 4 of the electricity regulation envisaging general balancing
responsibility for all market participants is a positive contribution. At the same time
BusinessEurope warns against exempting of small-scale installations in the future, which
may contradict the objective to establish a level playing field.

Leveraging of demand response and promoting new entities

BusinessEurope perceives the proposals to have more consumer engagement as well
as fewer constraints for demand side response and the role of aggregators to go in the
right direction. Furthermore, demand side resources should be granted access to all
markets. In order to maintain a level-playing field, the same rules should apply to all
market players including aggregators and energy communities.

With deep transformation of the energy sector and new, emerging business models,
there is a vast array of entities operating in the market. The Commission rightly intends
to facilitate the entry of new players to increase competition. In this sense,
BusinessEurope supports the proposal to have all sources on an equal footing in the
market, in particular:

• In order to ensure level-playing field, more competition and new entrants, we
support the original Commission proposal regulating new market entities in
chapter II of the electricity market regulation, in particular specific provisions of
the articles 3, 6, 7.

• With respect to article 11: Without prejudice to rules applied to existing
installations, the removal of priority dispatch for new installations is strengthening
the market and is therefore welcomed. However, exemptions may contradict the
envisaged level playing field — as it is the case with exemptions for balancing
responsibilities — and should hence be carefully examined. Exemptions should
only be limited to emerging and immature technologies, and not be based on the
installed capacity.

• With respect to article 12: Rules on curtailment and redispatching of generation
sources also raise concerns. While market-based curtailment and redispatching
shall be used to the maximum extent, the proposed rules for non-market based
system should be revised. Security of supply shall be the primary criterion when
using non-market based measures. The so-called last-curtailment rule for
renewable energy and high-efficient cogeneration should be used in exceptional
circumstances only. Whatever generation source is concerned, full compensation
for non-market-based redispatching and curtailment should be ensured.
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Enhancing resource adequacy in Europe and avoiding the distortive nature of
capacity mechanisms

BusinessEurope welcomes the Commission’s views on the role of capacity mechanisms
in Europe. The approach involves several dimensions, from the requirement of full
implementation of the acquis to the removal of all regulatory distortions. Hence, member
states should ensure that capacity mechanisms comply with the internal energy market,
have least distortive effects and would not disincentivise interconnections. This includes
obligations for all capacity mechanisms to be open to cross border participation and
demand-side response, to be technology neutral and to be derived based on shared
reliability standards.

BusinessEurope stresses that member states and the European Commission have to
work together to ensure other options are exhausted before capacity mechanisms are
pursued. They should also be limited in time and fully comply with the state aid
guidelines. Lastly, it is also important that the impact on competitiveness of energy-
intensive industries exposed to international competition is duly assessed and, where
appropriate, that those sectors are shielded from additional costs of these mechanisms.

In terms of the resource adequacy, BusinessEurope supports an enhanced system of
monitoring by member states in their territory, based on the European assessment of
capacity management and planning. At the same time, they would have an obligation to
cope with any kind of distortions and bottlenecks that may lead to resource adequacy
concerns.

The ultimate goal of an EU-wide solution has the potential to contribute to an efficient
use of resources and capacities. This implies a common methodology and closer
cooperation among involved transmission system operators (TSO5) and national
regulatory authorities (NRA5), as well as an adequate level of cross border
interconnection. Combined use of adequacy assessments on different levels shall
contribute to informed decisions at EU and national level on market design.

Accelerating the energy transition from coal, withoat putting security of supply
at risk

BusinessEurope supports the need to progressively phase out coal from the EU power
generation market. The transition to a low carbon energy supply, together with the
deployment of innovative and smart technologies, brings stronger benefits on flexibility
to the power market, in particular with the growing share of intermittent renewable energy
sources. To incentivise such a transition, BusinessEu rope prefers market-based
mechanisms such as carbon markets.
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With regard to proposed rule of the 550g C02/kWh (Emission Performance Standard)
for capacity mechanisms, we remained concerned about its impact. Such system risks
undermining the EU ETS due to double regulation.

Furthermore, the European Commission has failed so far to bring sound evidence on the
expected impacts of the proposed rule i.e. in terms of achieving EU emissions reduction
objectives, costs implications and impacts on security of supply on the EU power market.

However, should co-legislators agree on a EPS rule, it is of utmost importance to adjust
the text proposal in order to mitigate the impact, in particular on energy costs and security
of supply.

> Bringing more Europe into power transmission

BusinessEurope has previously called for more integration of power system operation
(instead of mere coordination of system operation) over borders. A more integrated
approach to transmission system operation is necessary given the expected medium- to
long-term transformation of the European electricity system, as well as the obligations
stemming from the EU network codes.

Respecting the adopted System Operation Guideline and the existing Regional Security
Coordination initiatives, it is necessary to further enhance the system coordination
towards operation on the regional level. Bottom-up collaboration of transmission system
operators (TSO5), with gradual increase of competences at regional level, stipulated in
the article 38, is the first important step. With the horizon of 2030, the EU should thus go
beyond coordinated actions and recommendation to take full benefit of the regional level,
without violating operational security. To strengthen the liability aspect, the introduction
of the governance of regional centres must go hand in hand with better coordination on
the regulatory authorities’ side and an increased role of ACER.

BusinessEurope also calls on the member states to increase the transparency of the
actions on the transmission operators’ side. Any deviation from the recommendations or
coordinated actions shall be published and sufficiently justified by the relevant TSO.
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